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Judy Cho is board certified in holistic nutrition and a certified nutritional therapy practitioner and the author of Carnivore Cure, Meat-Based Nutrition and the ultimate elimination diet for optimal health.





She holds a Psychology and Communications degree, from the University of California, Berkeley. Judy has a private practice, focusing on root-cause healing and gut health 




Animal-based foods gave Judy a second chance at life and she is passionate to give back, healing the world one steak at a time.
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			Stop Living with Chronic Illness

Everyone deserves to live a life symptom-free. It’s time to stop living in chronic illness. We’ll help you find your root-cause imbalances. We’ll search for answers until we turn over every rock (or case study and research paper).


		

	

GET STARTED










	
		
			JUDY CHO | Carnivore Cure Author, Speaker, Nutritional Therapist
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Judy Cho is board certified in holistic nutrition and a certified functional nutritional therapy practitioner. She holds a psychology and communications degree from the University of California, Berkeley, and she’s the author of the best-selling book, Carnivore Cure.

 

Judy has a private practice specializing in gut health, autoimmune illness, chronic inflammation, and mold illness. Judy and her nutritional therapist team focus on root-cause healing by starting with the Carnivore Cure’s all-meat elimination protocol and meeting their patients and clients where they are.


		

	





	
		
			JOIN THE NUTRITION WITH JUDY COMMUNITY

Sign up to get updates on holistic health, evidence based nutrition news, and meat-based resources.
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